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It is well known that several types of 'variable reals' arising in topos theory (Dede- 
kind reals, Cauchy reals, smooth reals, etc.) are not real closed, in the sense that 
a polynomial (with 'variable real' coefficients) may change sign in an interval with- 
out having a zero in that interval. 
This phenomenon stems from the fact that roots of polynomials are not, in 
general, continuous functions of the coefficients, as the example of the cubic 
x 3 +px+ q shows. Indeed, there is no continuous function x(p, q) such that 
x(p, q)3 + px(p, q) + q = 0 
in a neighbourhood of p = 0, q = 0. 




X" {(p,q,x) E [p,3 Ix3 +px+q=O}_..  ~2 
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/ 
x l/° 
curve: 4p3+27q2 =0 
It is obvious that X has no continuous ections in any neighbourhood of p = 0, 
q = 0 (just go around a circle with centre (0, 0) in the (p, q)-plane). 
This phenomenon has the following physical interpretation: the positions of equi- 
librium of a dynamical system given by the potential 
X 4 px  2 
V=- -+- -+qx 
4 2 
do not depend continuously on the parameters p,q. In pictures: 
For more information on this subject, the reader may consult Poston-Stewart [8]. 
The question then arises as to the appropriate topos-theoretic notion of 'real clos- 
ed field'. Kock [5] has proposed the notion of 'separably real closed local ring', 
meaning acommutative ring with unit which is local, Henselian and has a real closed 
residue field. We recall (see, e.g., Raynaud [9]) that a ring A is local if it has exactly 
one proper maximal ideal m,4. A is Henselian if any simple root in its residue field 
kA =A/mA of a polynomial peA [t] can be lifted to a (necessarily unique) root of 
p inA .  
To show the appropriateness of his notion, Kock [5] proves that 
(i) It generalizes the notion of a real closed field, which is just a separably real 
closed field. 
(ii) Various sheaves of continuous, C °°, analytic,.., real functions in appropriate 
spatial toposes are examples of this notion. 
(iii) It is coherent (see, e.g., Johnstone [3] or Makkai-Reyes [7] for this notion). 
(iv) It is e-stable (or infinitesimally stable) in the sense of Kock [5]. 
Kock [5] also conjectured that the object of Dedekind reals, in an arbitrary ele- 
mentary topos with a natural number object, is a separably real closed local ring 
(object). For the particular case of Grothendieck toposes, this conjecture was veri- 
fied by Johnstone [4]. 
In this paper we prove Kock's conjecture, as well as related results about Cauchy 
reals and smooth reals. 
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Our main tool is a strengthening of Tarski's theorem on elimination of quantifiers 
in real closed fields, due to Coste and Coste-Roy, Delzell, Bocknak, and Efroymson 
(see, e.g., Coste & Coste-Roy [2]). This result provides a new coherent axiomatiza- 
tion of the notion of the title which is the key for the whole proof. 
Throughout the paper, we shall use the set-theoretical l nguage as described, e.g., 
in Boileau-Joyal [1]. 
1. The coherent axiomatization 
We say that a local ring A is ordered if it has an order relation, <, which is com- 
patible with the ring operations and induces a linear order in its residue field/CA = 
A/mA.  More explicitly, < is assumed to satisfy the following axioms: 
1>0, 
x>OA y>O~x+ y>OAx,  y>O, 
x invertible ~ x>0v-x>0.  
We define x>y~x-y>O.  
Our axiomatization will be formulated in the language L of the theory of ordered 
rings with +, - , . ,  0, 1, > as non-logical symbols. 
If A is any ordered local ring and ¢ any formula of L whose free variables are 
among x = (xl, ..., xn), we let 
Ax(Cp)= {a~AnlA~¢[a]} 
be the 'extension of ¢ in A '  
The strengthening of the theorem in Tarski mentioned in the introduction is the 
following. 
Theorem. Let ~) be a formula of  L whose free variables are among x = (xl, ..., xn). 
Assume that •x(¢)C ~,n is open (in the usual topology). Then there is a formula ¢o 
having the same free variables of  ¢~ and of the form 
V A t:~ij(X)~'O 
i j 
where the Pij are terms (i.e. polynomials) and such that 
K~ Vx(~b~¢o), for any real closed field K. 
The crucial property of such a formula ~0 is this: it is preserved and reflected by 
local homomorphisms (i.e. homomorphisms which reflect invertible elements) be- 
tween ordered local rings. 
To state our main result, we shall identify a monic polynomial p(t)= 
tn+ Pl tn-l + "'" +In with the sequence P=(Pl, . . .  , Pn)  of its coefficients. 
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Consider the following formula of L: 
6(p) mp(0)p(1) < 0 ^ p'(0) > 0 ^ p ' ( l )  > 0^ Vx (0 <x< 1 -*p'(x) > 0). 
Using the previous theorem and the fact that ~p(6)C~ n is open (in the usual 
topology), there is another formula 6o of L of the form Vi AjPij(p)>O such that 
K~ Vp(6O6o), for any real closed field K. 
Proposition. I f  A is any ordered local ring, then 
A ~ Vp (6o~6). 
Proof. Assume that A ~ 60 [P]. From the theorem and the crucial property of 60 
we conclude that k, A m6[(ioZA)(p)] where A ZA kA is the canonical map and 
kA) i 'kA is the inclusion of kA in its real closure ~'A. A fortiori, kAm6[ZA(p)] 
and this implies that A m6[p]. [] 
Theorem. The following is a (coherent) axiomatization of the notion of a separably 
real closed local ring: 
(i) Commutative ring with unit axioms. 
(ii) Localness: 
-, (0 = 1), 
invertible v (1 - x) invertible. 
(iii) Order: 
I x  >0, 
>OA y>O~x+ y>OAx, y>O, 
invertible ~ x>0v-x>0.  
(iv) 60(P)---' ~/x (0 <x< 1 ^ p(x) = 0 ^ p'(x) > 0). 
Notice that, since p = (Pl,..., Pn) is a sequence of n elements, (iv) is actually an 
infinite set of axioms, one for each n = 1, 2, .... 
Proof. Assume (i)-(iv). Let P~kA[t] be either p=t2-6 ,  with 6>0 or a monic 
polynomial of odd degree such that (p ,p ' )= 1. Going over to the real closure 
ka >~-*~a, we find a simple root y of p in ~'A- In pictures: 
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for some interval (a, t )  whose end points may be assumed to be in kA, by continui- 
ty of p, such that p '> 0 throughout that interval (this is always possible, by changing 
p to -p ,  if necessary). Using the transformation u ~-. a + (f l -a)u, we may assume 
that a=0,  f l= l ,  7e(0,1), i.e., 
kA~6o[i(p)]. 
By the crucial property of 60 (reflection under local homomorphisms between 
ordered local rings) 
A ~ 6o[/5], 
where/5~A[t] is any lifting of p to A. 
From (iv), 15 has a simple root in A whose image in kA is a (simple) root of 
P ~ kA [t]. This shows that kA is real closed. 
To show that A is Henselian, let aekA be a simple root of peA[t] .  Since k A is 
real closed (as just proved), kA=60[rA(P)] (using a transformation of the form 
u ~-. a + (f l -  a)u again). Hence A ~ 60 [P] and so there is a simple root a e A of p. If 
rA (a) = a, there is nothing else to prove; if not, write p = (t - a)q in A [t] and use in- 
duction on the degree of p. 
The proof in the other direction is obvious. [] 
2. App l icat ions  to variable reals 
Corollary 1 (Kock's conjecture). The object [~D of Dedekind reals in any elemen- 
tary topos with an object of  natural numbers is a separably real closed local ring. 
Proof. It is well known that IP D satisfies axioms (i)-(iii) (see, e.g. Johnstone [3]). 
Assume that /PD ~ ~[P].  Since 60--*6 is (equivalent to) a coherent sequent and is 
true for all local ordered rings (whose theory is coherent), then it is true in I~ n by 
the Metatheorem of Makkai-Reyes [7]. Therefore IP n ~ 6[p] and the result follows 
from the following. 
Lemma. Let f e ~D be a locally uniformly continuous function such that 
(i) x< y-'* f (x)< f(y), 
(ii) f(oo) = 00 ] in the obvious sense. 
(iii) f ( -  ~)  = - 0o ) 
Then f is a homeomorphism. 
Proof .  Just check that, for each re  ~D, the pair 
{a~q~lf(a)<r}, {a~Ql f (a)>r  } 
constitutes a Dedekind cut. 
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Corollary 2. The (object of) Cauchy reals, ~c, in any elementary topos g with 
natural number object is a separably real closed local ring. 
Proof. Let Sh(N U {oo}) be the g-topos of sheaves over the Alexandroff compac- 
tification of N e g. The (object of) Dedekind reals (resp. the algebraic reals) will be 
denoted, in both toposes, by ~o (resp. /An). 
Let R e Sh(N U {~}) be defined by R = {x e [RD [ [X e Z~k[R] _D [NJ }. More precisely, 
R(V) :  {xe  C°(V~ [RD)I VxeN[ ' l  V a(x) e Ar~} 
As an ~tale space, R has the following representation: 
AR /
for all Veg~(INU{oo}). 
I R D 
• • • • • . . . • 
0 1 2 3 n ,~, 
It is immediate that R~ e g, the germ at ~,  is isomorphic to the ring of Cauchy 
sequences of AR modulo de Frechet filter of co finite subsets of N. Since every 
algebraic real has a decimal expansion, a diagonal argument shows that the quotient 
of R by the Cauchy sequences converging to 0 may be identified with the Cauchy 
reals: 
R~-~ [Rce g. 
Furthermore, since separably real closed local rings are closed under non-trivial 
quotients, it is enough to prove that R~ is such a ring. On the other hand, since 
this notion is coherent and the operations of taking germs preserves coherent logic, 
we only need to prove that R e Sh(N U {oo}) is separably real closed. This is a conse- 
quence of the following. 
Lemma. Let Rl ~ R2 be a local monomorphism between separably real closed local 
rings. Then R ='{xeR2[[xeRll  D_U} is again such a ring, for all U>--~ 1. 
Proof. Only axiom (iv) needs a proof. 
Let p e R [t] be a monic polynomial of degree n such that R ~Jo[P]. Since R 2 is 
separably real closed, the unique root in (0, 1)CR 2 of any monic polynomial satis- 
fying 6o defines a morphism 
~: {peR~IR2~Jo[p]}--'R2 
whose restriction to R~ lies in R1 (given that R1 is separably real closed). 
But [p e R~ ! D U and so [~(p) e R l ! -~ [P e R~ ! -- U, i.e., the unique root of p in 
(0, 1) lies in R. [] 
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To formulate our next result, let C ~* e # be the (internal) theory Coo = {~n: n e N} 
whose n-ary operations are Coo(R n, IR)C [R ~, the (internal) smooth functions from 
IR n into IR. (We are using IR to denote the object of Dedekind reals in ~). 
A C°%ring in 6~ is an (internal) functor A ~ 6~c** which preserves products. A is 
local if and only if A (~) is a local ring (object) in ~. 
Corollary 3. Any local C°°-ring in ~ is separably real closed. 
Proof. There are two sources of difficulties in this proof. First, the theory of 
separably real closed local rings was formulated by using < as a non-logical relation 
symbol. We need to relate > with smooth functions, which are all what Coo-rings 
know about. This is easily done, by constructing (as usual) a 'characteristic' func- 
tion of the open set {xeR lx>0 }, i.e., a function zeC~*(~, ~) such that 
x>O iff X(x) invertible. 
We now reformulate the axioms for a separably real closed local rings in terms 
of X: 
(i), (ii): As before. 
(iii) Z(1) invertible, 
Z (x) invertible AZ(Y) invertible--* Z(x + y) invertible AZ (x- y) invertible, 
x invertible --* X(x) + X(-x) invertible, 
Z(x) invertible--,x invertible. 
(iv) Replace "x> 0" by "X(x) invertible" throughout. 
Now comes the second difficulty: our axioms are not equations and hence do not 
hold, a priori, in a Coo-ring. Our solution (Lemma 3) is to show that axioms of this 
type are consequences of equations true in IR. 
We need some auxiliary results. 
Lemma 1 (Existence of bump functions). For all ee~,  e>0 there is r~eCoo(~,~) 
such that 
( ! !  i, x >. 
r t (x) if  Ixl < e, 
- i fx=O. 
In particular, re(x ) is invertible if  and only if Ix I < e. 
Proof. The usual proof which starts from the function 
i~ 1/X 2 f(x) = if x> O, 
if x<O 
is constructive and valid in 8. Furthermore, such an f is clearly defined on Q and 
is uniformly continuous. Hence, it has a unique extension to ~. [] 
Lemma 2. Let ¢ ~ Coo ([R n) and U= {x e ~ n I ¢(x) invertible}. Then 
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Ca~(~ n+ 1)/(yq)(x)- 1) = C~(U) .  
Proof. Let Q:C°~(~,n)~C°°(U) be the 'restriction' map defined by Qf(x,y)= 
f(x, 1/¢(x)). We claim that Q is surjective, i.e., any h ~ C°~(U) may be 'extended' 
to some fe  C°~(~ n÷ l). The argument below was suggested by Ngo van Qua. 
Let beCk(U).  Define, for e>0, 
( ;~(y -  ~x))h(x) if~(x) invertible, 
f (x, y) = q) 
if lYe(X)- ll>eI0(x) [. 
Using the fact that ~ is an ordered local ring, one easily checks that f e C ~ (~ n ÷l). 
Indeed, either [q~(x)l<l/(e+Iyl)and hence [yq~(x)-lI>elq~(x)[ or [~(x)l> 
1/2(e+ [y[), which implies that ~(x) invertible. 
Clearly, h(x)=f(x, 1/¢(x)) for all xe U. 
Assume now that fe  Ker(0). Using Hadamard's lemma for fe  C~(R n × ~, ~): 
f (x , t ) - f (x , s )=( t - s )  -~(x,s+(t-s)u)du 
we conclude the existence of some f l  ~ Ca*(Nn+2) such that 
f (x 'Y ) - f (x '~(x) )=(Y -¢(x ) l  f l (x'Y'  ~Tx))" 
Define 
f(x, y) 
~ Y~x)~ 1 if y~p(x)- 1 invertible, 
~(x, y) 
[ f l (x,y,  1/¢(x)) if ¢(x) invertible. 
Once again, it is easily checked that v e C~(Rn+I). Therefore, 
f(x, y) = v(x, y)(y~p(x) - 1) ~ (yq~(x) - 1). [] 
Lemma 3. Let ¢(x), O(x, z), g/(x, t) be smooth functions. Assume the exisence of 
some heC°~(U) such that O(x,h(x))=O and g/(x,h(x)) is invertible, for all xe U, 
where U= {xe ~n I¢(x) invertible}. Then any C°~-ring satisfies the sentence 
Vx(¢(x) invertible~ tz (0(x, z) = 0A g/(x, Z) invertible)). 
Proof. By Lemma 2, we can 'extend' h(x) to f(x,y) in such a way that 
O(x,f(x,y)) =0 modulo 0,¢(x)- 1) 
and 
g/(x, f(x, y)) invertible modulo (y¢ (x) - 1). 
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In other words, there are smooth functions v, vl, ~u~ such that the following equa- 
tions are valid in ~: 
I O(x, f (x,  y)) = v(x, y ) (y~(x) -  1), el(x, f(x,  y))c&(x, y ) -  1 = vl(x, y)O'c~(x)- 1). 
Any C°°-ring is a model of these equations. [] 
To finish the proof of Corollary 3, we notice that all axioms for separably real 
closed local rings, as reformulated in terms of :~, are of the form stated in Lemma 
3. The result thus follows from Corollary 1. [] 
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